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We compute the electrical current flow and associated Oersted fields in magnetic nanocontact (NC)

systems with finite-element simulations. Underneath the nanocontact, the current distribution is

found to be mainly perpendicular to the film plane, while the flow is essentially in the film plane

outside the nanocontact region. For circular nanocontacts, we provide criteria for which the

cylindrical approximation remains valid for electrical flow in asymmetric rectangular devices. The

nature of the current distribution, and the induced field, is a key to understanding spin-torque

driven magnetization dynamics in such systems. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3687915]

The possibility to control magnetization dynamics with

a spin polarized current, through the spin transfer effect,1,2

has allowed the conception of numerous new spintronic

devices such as magnetic nonvolatile memories and nano-

oscillators. In such devices, different kinds of magnetization

dynamics can be induced, depending on the sample geome-

try, material parameters, and experimental conditions.3,4

Because appreciable spin transfer torques require large cur-

rent densities, nanocontacts are often used to deliver currents

to magnetic multilayer structures. This geometry allows for a

large variety of magnetization oscillation modes5–7 and the

possibility to synchronize the dynamics induced by several

point contacts attached to the same multilayer.8

A key aspect governing the magnetization dynamics is

the profile of the current flow and the Oersted field associ-

ated with it.9–12 In general, the real geometry of NC devices

does not allow for a quantitative description to be possible

by simple geometric considerations,13,14 even when cylindri-

cal symmetry is present.15,16 Furthermore, the current profile

also depends strongly on the different material conductivities

in the material stack.

In this paper, we identify the relevant materials and geo-

metrical parameters that govern the quantitative distribution

of the three components of the current density and induced

Oersted field NC devices.7 We first investigate how the

cylindrical symmetry of a NC is broken when considering

real boundary conditions using full 3D simulations. We then

define criteria to estimate the deviation from the cylindrical

approximation. In the second part, we give a detailed

description of the current distribution and induced field close

to the NC and discuss the effects of the materials and shape

of the NC.

The device studied is a circular NC formed through a

50 nm SiO2 layer, supplying current to an extended spin-

valve stack 17:2 lm wide and 27 lm long. The shape of the

NC is a truncated cone, with radius rb ¼ 60 nm at its bottom

and rt ¼ 110 at the top, top-contacted with a rectangular

stripe. The current is extracted by a ground contact made on

top of the spin-valve through a 10 lm by 17 lm opening,

located at 11 lm away from the NC. The composition of the

stack, from top to bottom, is (thickness in nanometers): Pt

3/Ni80 Fe20 5/Cu 3.5/Co90 Fe10 4.5/IrMn 6/Seed 50. The

magnetoresistive part corresponds to the exchanged pinned

Co90 Fe10 layer, the Cu spacer, and the Permalloy (Ni80

Fe20) free layer. The seed layer is a multilayered Ta/Cu

structure which is treated as a uniform material.

A cylindrical approximation for the NC is often used for

analytical calculations and simulations in order to minimize

calculation time and power. Unfortunately for real devices,

the finite dimensions of the spin-valve structure and the way

contacts are made break this symmetry. We investigated

how realistic boundary conditions affect the cylindrical sym-

metry of the NC using full 3D finite-element simulations

(Comsol
VR

). The lateral output surface of the ground elec-

trode is constrained to 0 V and the top electrode is biased

such that the current density is normal to its lateral input sur-

face. The incoming current density corresponds to a total

current of 1 mA. Without loss in generality, the spin-valve

stack is assumed to have a uniform conductivity only in this

part.

Figure 1 represents the voltage distribution in the plane

of the spin-valve taken at a depth corresponding to the mid-

dle of the free layer. The equipotential lines are almost circu-

lar around the NC and become progressively parallel to the

ground plane. Consequently, the current lines are almost ra-

dial near the NC, as for a vertical line source. Since magnet-

ization dynamics takes place in a small area around the NC,

where the amplitude of the current density remains signifi-

cant, we will restrict our study to a circular region, with a ra-

dius of 2 lm, around the NC. Let us use polar coordinates

(r; h) centered on the NC revolution axes. Because the

ground electrode ensures that the current is uniform far from

the NC, a simple way to describe the real current close to the

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

sebastien.petit-watelot@u-psud.fr.
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NC is to consider a pure cylindrical current flow (~J
cyl

CIP)

superimposed with an uniform in-plane current. The real in-

plane current density (~J
real

CIP ) is a function of (r; h) when

Jcyl
CIP~er is only r dependent. As expected from this simple pic-

ture, the mean value of the CIP current amplitude on a circle

with radius r, hJreal
CIPðr; hÞih, is equal to Jcyl

CIPðrÞ (Inset Fig. 2).

In order to estimate the deviation from the cylindrical sym-

metry in this area, we express ~J
real

CIP in terms of its amplitude

Jreal
CIPðr; hÞ ¼ JcylCIPðrÞ þ DjJCIPjðr; hÞ and direction in the

film plane /ðr; hÞ ¼ f~J real

CIP ;
~J

cyl

CIPg. According to our descrip-

tion, DJCIPðr; hÞ is well approximated by DJCIPðrÞcos ðhÞ and

/ðr; hÞ by D/ðrÞsin ðhÞ for r � l; L; and L0 (Fig. 1).

DJCIPðrÞ and D/ðrÞ are plotted in Fig. 2.

The difficulty involves evaluating the uniform contribu-

tion which is considered constant in the area of interest. For

example, in the case of Fig. 1, at the position (�L, 0) from

the NC, the uniform contribution should counterbalance the

opposite radial current to ensure no current flows outside of

the device. In this case, we verify that DJCIPðrÞ � r=L. More

generally, DJCIPðrÞ is proportional to 1=min fL; L0g. On the

other hand, the boundary conditions force the current to be

in the x direction at the lateral edges, and from the simula-

tion, we check that D/ðrÞ is essentially linear with a slope

equal to p=2l. These conditions can be used as a guide to

estimate the deviation from a pure cylindrical system.

In contrast, the stack geometry and the boundary condi-

tions do not significantly affect the distribution of the current

perpendicular to plane (CPP), provided l, L, and L0 are kept

greater than � 2lm. Since the Oersted field is almost only

due to the CPP current, it is essentially orthoradial. However,

the non-radial part of the CIP current induces a small addi-

tional uniform in-plane field along the y direction. The am-

plitude and sign of this contribution depend on the depth in

the stack and layers conductivities for a real spin-valve stack.

In the case of uniform conductivity, its magnitude is about

8 A/m at the free layer (z¼�5.5 nm). This contribution

causes a deviation from the cylindrical symmetry that

increases almost linearly with r, reaching around 10% at

2 lm from the NC in the film plane.

We conclude that the cylindrical approximation for the

NC is good to first order, because the average in-plane cur-

rent density decreases with a 1/r slope, like the Oersted field

far from the NC. At second order, it is possible to improve

the accuracy of the cylindrical approximation using the cor-

rections proposed below.

The cylindrical symmetry approximation reduces the

computational overhead and allows us to compute the depth

profile of the current in the stack. For this, we considered a lat-

eral cut of the device from the center of the NC to a distance

of 2 lm without the top electrode. The NC is biased with a 1

mA current normal to the top of its cone, and the opposite

edge of the cut is set to the ground potential. We now use the

real spin-valve stack, with conductivities listed in Table I.

Figure 3 shows the current distribution in the sample

taken at the middle of the free magnetic layer (Fig. 3(a)) and

at the middle of the pinned layer (Fig. 3(b)). The CIP current

is almost zero below the NC and reaches a maximum within

10 nm of the contact edge. Outside of the NC, the current is

radial, decays inversely with the distance, and its distribution

in the thickness is almost uniform in each layer. It follows

that the different layers can be considered as parallel conduc-

tors, where JCIP in each layer is simply proportional to the

layer conductivity divided by the mean conductivity of the

entire stack. The shape of the NC (varying rt between rb and

200 nm) has no effect on the in-plane current distribution

outside of the NC (not shown). However, it modifies, more

or less depending on the layers conductivities, the distribu-

tion of CIP current within the top layers near the NC edge.

For a cylindrical NC (rt ¼ rb), the current profile is mostly

CPP at the interface between the contact and the stack, and a

CIP component appears near at the edges of the NC as the

current diffuses away from it. However, opening the cone

angle of the NC (rt > rb) focalizes the incoming current in

FIG. 1. (Color online) Voltage distribution in the plane of the spin-valve

stack and associated equipotential lines. (x¼ 0, y¼ 0) is taken at the center

of the NC.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Angular deviation from the radial distribution (red

points) and asymmetry. Inset: (stars) average in-plane current density and

(blue curve) simulated current density using cylindrical symmetry.

TABLE I. Material conductivities used for the simulations. In parenthesis:

thickness measured in the associated reference.

Material (nm) Conductivity (106 S/m) Reference

Au (200) 52.63 17

Pt (bulk) 8.90 18

Ni80 Fe20 (20) 3.85 19

Cu (4.5) 0.20 20

Co90 Fe10 (5) 8.06 21

IrMn (10) 0.56 22

Seed layer (50) 7.00 18
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the stack, which leads to a reduction in the CIP component

in the region just underneath the NC and an increase of the

maximum at its edges.

In contrast, the CPP current distribution is more com-

plex and no simple analytical approximations can be made.

JCPP is restricted below the NC, decaying extremely fast out-

side. Hence, it is mostly unaffected by the boundary condi-

tions, but its radial distribution below the NC is not uniform,

leading to a localized CPP torque. In the top layers, a maxi-

mum occurs near the NC edge (Fig. 3(a)). This maximum

becomes less pronounced as we move deeper into the stack

away from the top contact (Fig. 3(b)). The magnitude of JCPP

decreases almost linearly with the depth and reaches zero at

the bottom of the stack. The rate of decay in each layer

depends on its conductivity. The shape of the NC signifi-

cantly alters the JCPP distribution, depending on the conduc-

tivities of the constituent layers. For the conductivities used,

there was almost no variation, but for a stack with uniform

conductivity, it leads to appreciable changes. When the

opening of the NC cone (rb) decreases, the CPP current am-

plitude increases below the center of the NC and decreases at

its edges, leading to a more uniform distribution. This varia-

tion counterbalanced the variation of the CIP component al-

ready mentioned. Then, naturally as for the CIP current, the

influence of the shape of NC on the JCPP distribution is

reduced if the cap layer possesses a large conductivity.

The nonuniform distribution of JCPP results in a nontri-

vial spatial profile for the Oersted field, which is very differ-

ent to that obtained assuming an infinite (or finite) current

cylinder, IPy
CPP=2pa ðr=a for r < a; a=r for r � aÞ, as shown

in Fig. 4(a). IPy
CPP is the integrated CPP current in the depth of

the considered layer. One important difference from the infi-

nite cylinder is that close to the NC, the Oersted field

decreases with the distance r less rapidly than a 1/r slope.

This is partially due to the strong CIP current at the edges

that induces an additional positive contribution in the top

layers. Moreover, the amplitude and distribution of the Oer-

sted field are sensitive to the conductivities of the different

layers, as shown by the different distribution found for a

stack with a uniform conductivity (Fig. 4(a)). Fig. 4(b) shows

the distribution of the Oersted field inside the spin-valve

stack. Its distribution in the different layers reflects the varia-

tion of the CPP current with respect the thickness. Hence,

the thicker the magnetic part of the stack, the more non uni-

form the field will be.

In summary, we have presented detailed finite-element

simulations of the electrical properties of magnetic nanocon-

tacts. We have shown that both CPP current and Oersted

field are well described using a cylindrical approximation, in

the region of interest for the magnetization dynamics. In con-

trast, the CIP current is more affected by the geometry. As a

result, the CIP current can add a small uniform in-plane con-

tribution to the Oersted field. We have defined some criteria

for which the cylindrical symmetry of the NC can be used

and proposed corrections to include the effect of the lateral

contacts. By applying this method, a depth-resolved distribu-

tion of the current and Oersted field has been obtained. We

find that the CPP current is nonuniform and largely limited

to the NC region, leading to a localized CPP transfer torque.

An important consequence of the complex current distribu-

tion involves the induced Oersted field, which decays slower

than the inverse of the radial distance from the NC.
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